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ESSAY 

 
Topic. The city is consistently portrayed as a labyrinth in American neo-noir, and it is as much 

a physical labyrinth as a labyrinth of the mind.  

- B. Harrison 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Neo-noir is a cinematographic genre inspired by Film Noir. It refers to a new visual 

conception and a different approach to general themes of Film Noir. The main character of the 

genre is still present. He is an antihero, most of the time an investigator leading a confused 

inquest. 

However, Neo-Noir stresses the inner demons of the character, his fears, his doubts and his 

passions. In Neo-Noir, the main character is fighting an entity above him: vice, murder, 

corruption, sin and drugs. He fights evil that society contributes to create. This is why these 

new kinds of enemies could only be fought in a certain background: the city. 

The city in American Neo-noir is always portrayed in a mysterious and gloomy atmosphere. It 

is shown as a hard place where to live, with no way out. New York’s streets are a perfect 

background for a Neo-Noir movie. Mean Streets, Taxi Driver, Bad Lieutenant, After Hours... all 

take place in the “Big Apple”. Every street is long and draw a straight line on a map. They all 

cross each other and every avenue looks like each other. 

New York embodies the labyrinth. By definition, a labyrinth is a winding road with dead-ends 

and false trails. It is all about to slow down or lose whoever moves inside. There are indeed 

different types of labyrinth in Neo-Noir, as noticed B. Harrison, the physical labyrinth and the 

labyrinth of the mind. 
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 In Bad Lieutenant (1992, Abel Ferrara), Abel Ferrara shows a tormented city. Without 

any witness and any convincing clue, the lieutenant (Harvey Keitel) move forward in his 

investigation as if he were blind, as he would do in a labyrinth. Abel Ferrara did not have the 

agreements to shot his movie. Most of the shots show a real background not disguised in 

studios as a false dirty street. The main character wandered in the city as if he were already 

dead. He is like a ghost. The investigation stand as a blurred case whose issue is uncertain. In 

this feature, chaos is everywhere, in the street, inside the inquest, even inside the life of the 

lieutenant. All the character and adventures that arrived into the path of the lieutenant are a 

part of the maze his life is. 

 The lieutenant is addicted to drugs and sports bet. He is caught in a vicious circle which 

always drive him to satisfy his demons. His behaviour face to his addiction problems is very 

defeatist. Despite his troubles he seems to live, but the audience know the cohabitation is 

impossible. The lieutenant does not fights his passion because he know he is lost in a maze. 

Everything he could do leads him to a dead-end. Moreover, the main character investigate on 

the rape of a nun, maybe one of the most blasphemous act could be done. The case the 

lieutenant wants to solve is deadlocked because of the absence of clue. Indeed, anybody in the 

dirty streets could have commit this crime.  Even if, as a policeman, he is used to work in this 

environment, when his work day ends he is still living inside this terrifying vicious world. Vice 

breeds vice.  

 

 

 In the TV series Twin Peaks (1990, David Lynch), the main character is a FBI agent called 

Cooper. He is in charge of the investigation around the death of the mysterious Laura Palmer. 

He arrived in Twin Peaks, a little town he find lovely. He is a very positive character looking for 

interior peace by practicing Buddhist rites. In spite of all his goodwill and his enthusiasm, there 

is still a mysterious entity stronger than logic. In the final episode, he is trapped in a mysterious 

place it could be analysed as a labyrinth. The wall are made of red curtain which hide any 

possible issue. The ground is a black and white tiling. By following the pattern of the ground, 

whatever the pattern will always be the same.  

 The “Red Room” (refers to page 3) epitomizes the whole investigation. Every character 

seems to know a different face of Laura Palmer and the investigation is deadlocked. The inquest 

itself finally become a labyrinth. Winding interrogation with dead-ends and false trails. The 

people concerned by the investigation all look to slow down or lose whoever moves inside the 

empire of vice and corruption they create, as the One Eyed-Jack, a very secret strip club with 

money games and prostitution. In one word, vice. Twin Peaks, the little peaceful town became 

the stage of the sin. Laura Palmer patiently locked all her secret in a labyrinth so winding that 

it drive mad a peaceful FBI agent as Cooper. This labyrinth in which Cooper enter is the spiritual 

projection of the case. The final episode ends with a big-shot where Cooper broke a mirror with 

his heads, because not finding the way out of the labyrinth drive him crazy. His image in the 

mirror is totally broken as his mind are confused. 
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 In American Neo-Noir, the city is portrayed as a labyrinth. As the Neo-Noir takes place 

in a city, every element of the background refers to a maze: the building are all the same, every 

streets issues on another similar street, everything seems to be there to lose anyone who wants 

to find his way. The city become more dangerous if the character is looking for a way out, 

because he is caught up by his own demon haunting every streets.  

The character of the investigator is also immersed in a labyrinth. His investigate is complex and 

confused, sometimes clues are missing and sometimes there is too much conflicting elements. 

In spite of the deadlocked inquest, the investigator try to progress, slow down by his tormented 

inwardness. His demons are like a labyrinth inside his head, because everything he will try will 

not help him to separate him-self from his passions. 

A labyrinth is a place nobody can escape. It is a place where get lost or giving up means death, 

as John Torrance in Shining (1980, Stanley Kubrick). There is just one way out which may be 

found by luck or a pragmatic search of the exit. • 

 

 

Agent Cooper in the symbolic maze of his own investigation. 

 


